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Agreement between Independent Auditors
In consideration of the fact that switching clients (preclears, publics) between delivery terminals or
groups has been a repeated source of dispute in the past, the undersigned Auditor/Case Supervisor/Org
submits to the following rules, which are intended to eliminate the need for argument and to promote the
greatest good for the greatest number of dynamics:
1. In the event that a person wants to switch delivery terminals and contacts a new delivery
terminal, the first action taken should be an inquiry to the leader of the previous group whether
this person has any open financial or ethics cycles. If so, the new delivery terminal should refuse
to deliver services until these open cycles are completed.
2. By written request of the PC to both parties, his/hers PC folders are transferred to the new
auditor / C/S. This includes all components of such folders such as programs, C/Ses and C/S
communications, folder summaries, work sheets etc. according to the Auditing Admin Series.
3. Care must be taken that the PC folders cannot fall into the hands of the PC him/herself. This
includes avoiding the detour to a pseudo-auditor used for these purposes, in order to prevent any
violations of the Auditor’s Code. In other words, the folders are only transferred to trustworthy
auditors who are known for working on the basis of LRH materials and who have an ethical
work record.
4. Should it become necessary to correct the previous auditor, such data is only communicated on
the correct lines such as cramming or ethics. This information will not be shared with third party
terminals to discredit the previous auditor. If the new auditor / C/S considers actions by his
predecessor as out-tech, and he deems it critically important, he should document his findings
and share them with the previous auditor, who has to decide for himself how to deal with the
information. Using a professional attitude, he should investigate the challenges and respond
whether he agrees or why not. In the case of an actual mistake he should improve his technical
expertise through cramming.
5. Should a dispute arise that the engaged parties are unable to resolve on their own, they should
attempt to engage a separate, neutral, mediating party from the community of independent
auditors, in order to prevent the dispute to fester and thus depress the survival level of the
independent field.
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Each Auditor sends the original to Andreas Gross, Kuefergasse 7, CH-6315 Oberaegeri, Switzerland,
who will answer inquiries bindingly whether a particular auditor has or has not signed.

